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MUSIC 

 

ACTUALITY – KEYS CLINKING 

 

KENYON: It’s July 11
th

 2015.  The scene is Mexico’s most 

notorious maximum security jail.  An inmate is pacing his caged cell, every move tracked by 

security cameras.  There’s a shower with a waist-high wall to protect his modesty.  The 

prisoner’s name is Joaquin Guzman, better known as El Chapo, a drug lord with a multi-

billion-dollar empire.  At 8.52 that evening, he walks into the shower and crouches, out of 

view.  A minute goes by, then two, then fifteen. 

 

ACTUALITY – ALARM, SHOUTING 

 

KENYON: El Chapo has gone.  He has escaped through a mile-

long tunnel on a motorbike.  Now on the run, El Chapo was a master at avoiding detection. 

 

BARQUERA: He was the most wanted person in the world and he 

was very powerful in Mexico, with very strong links to government. 
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 KENYON: Dr Simon Barquera is a public official and, like 

everyone else in Mexico, kept a close eye on efforts to find El Chapo. 

 

BARQUERA: He escaped from high security prisons in Mexico I 

think twice.  People was starting to believe it was impossible to get him.  

 

KENYON: El Chapo flitted between fortified villas, vanished into 

networks of tunnels, always on the move, protected by his own personal army.  Law 

enforcement didn’t seem to stand a chance.  He only communicated through encrypted 

phones that were supposedly impossible to hack. 

 

ACTUALITY OF GUN BATTLE AND SHOUTING 

 

KENYON: Then in January 2016, a breakthrough.  Marines 

stormed a coastal villa in northern Mexico and met huge resistance.  El Chapo was inside.  

Later that evening he was caught.  So how did the Mexicans finally outwit him? 

 

MUSIC 

 

KENYON: Roll the clock back to the previous summer.  El Chapo, 

at that point still in hiding, had agreed to meet a famous Mexican actress, Kate del Castillo, 

who wanted to make a film about his life.  He is said to have given her one of his unhackable 

phones, so they could communicate freely.  But what he didn’t know was that Mexican 

authorities had purchased the most sophisticated cyber-espionage software ever developed.  

With it, they managed to infect Castillo’s phone, and several others in El Chapo’s inner 

circle.  The software they used is so powerful, it’s classified as a weapon, only to be sold 

under strict conditions.  Here’s why: 

 

MURRAY: The operator of the software can track you with your 

GPS, they can turn the microphone and camera on at any point and record everything that’s 

happening around you.  It steals access to every social media app you have, it steals all your 

pictures, your contacts, your calendar information, your email, every document you have.  It 

literally turns your phone into a listening device that they can track you with, and it steals 

everything on it. 
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KENYON: It is breakthrough technology, so advanced it’s near 

impossible to detect.  

 

EXTRACT FROM CBS NEWS 

 

NEWSREADER: A dramatic capture, the world’s most wanted, most 

dangerous drug lord back in Mexican custody tonight.  Mexico’s President announcing 

‘mission accomplished’ after a nearly six-month manhunt for the Sinaloa cartel chief. 

 

KENYON: The developer of some of the software that helped trap 

El Chapo was said to be a cyber security company based 

in Israel.  It’s called the NSO Group - the leading player in what’s known as the lawful 

interception market.  The software that they and others develop is an invaluable weapon in 

the fight against terror and organised crime.  It’s used by security services in many western 

countries to hack into encrypted phones and apps.  Countless lives have been saved, violent 

extremists stopped.  Mike Murray is a cyber security specialist from Lookout in San 

Francisco – a company which helps governments, businesses and consumers keep their 

phones and their data secure.  

 

MURRAY: There are probably 10 to 12 players in the lawful 

intercept space that NSO is in, but most of them are tiny.  Most of them are 5, 6, 10 

engineers, they make a few million dollars a year serving, you know, a couple of customers.  

And they are, for lack of a better term, kind of fly by night operators, they come and go.  

NSO has been around for almost a decade now; they make hundreds of millions of dollars a 

year doing just this.   

 

KENYON: Spyware has been around for years, but this is a whole 

new world.  It doesn’t intercept data in transit, by which time it’s normally encrypted, but 

whilst it’s still on your phone, taking over every function.  For the lawful interception market, 

the capture of El Chapo in Mexico was very public proof that technology can defeat even the 

most vigilant crime boss.  But as this kind of software has been bought by governments 

around the world, an important ethical question persists.  What’s to stop the purchasers of 

these cyber weapons turning them on anyone they choose - opponents, critics, journalists?  
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ACTUALITY IN PARK 

 

KENYON: A world away from the violence of Mexico’s drug 

cartels, I’m a sunny park in central London.  Sunbathers are sipping Prosecco and children 

are feeding the ducks.   It’s the kind of place that spies meet up in those old Cold War films, 

and I’m here to see a man called Rori Donaghy.  He’s dressed in a vibrant red t-shirt and 

baggy jeans, a tattoo peeping from beneath his sleeve.  Rori developed a passion for the 

Middle East whilst at university and later, as a blogger, set up a campaign group.  

  

DONAGHY: The Emirates Centre for Human Rights was a one-man 

band - me on a website and a laptop - that’s what it consisted of, and a logo.  There was a 

logo too, and that’s what the Emirates Centre for Human Rights was.  We reported on - when 

I say we, I’m still trying to make it grander than it was - I was reporting on human rights 

abuses in the United Arab Emirates.  Whatever they may be, from migrant workers abuses to 

tourists falling foul of the law or political activists being arrested in the country.  

 

KENYON: Readership was just a few hundred, and the content 

was hardly incendiary or surprising.  ‘Top UK lawyers call for release of UAE political 

prisoners’ he wrote in 2014.  ‘Palestinian journalist detained at a secret prison in the UAE’ 

was another headline - the kind of stuff you see in  newspapers everywhere.  Donaghy soon 

became plugged in to a world of Emirati activists and exiles.  It was when he moved on, to 

work on a news website called Middle East Eye, that something odd happened. 

 

DONAGHY: I started to get emails that were a bit strange from 

unknown senders, asking me to take part either in events or on panels to discuss human 

rights.  And these emails, one in particular, which was what piqued my interest, included 

links that looked a bit strange, and when I clicked on it, it just didn’t go anywhere, and so I 

forwarded on the email to a contact of mine, who I knew was an expert in these kind of 

matters. 

 

MUSIC 

 

EXTRACT FROM ARCHIVE 
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WOMAN: For the next talk, a big round of applause for Bill 

Marczak and John Scott-Railton [APPLAUSE]. 

 

KENYON: Donaghy forwarded his emails to Canada, and a 

research group called the Citizen Lab, which investigates the misuse of digital espionage 

against journalists and human rights workers from their offices at the University of Toronto.  

Senior researcher John Scott-Railton is a clean-cut, bookish, thirty-something, who fights his 

battles in cyber space. 

 

MUSIC 

 

SCOTT-RAILTON: So the email that Rori got had a link in it, and the link 

would do two things.  It would have pointed him towards something to download malware on 

his computer, but it was also designed to do things like figuring out what antivirus software 

might be installed.  Obviously it’s very creepy, it’s also a mark of sophistication on whoever 

was targeting him, because presumably they would want to make sure that whatever they 

targeted him with wouldn’t get caught by his antivirus software.  And we had pretty strong 

confidence that the UAE Government was responsible for that targeting.  

 

KENYON: It was sophisticated stuff - certainly a state player was 

involved. 

 

DONAGHY: I was the target of an all-encompassing attempt to hack 

into my communications, not just in the sense that someone was reading my emails, but quite 

possibly listening through the microphone on my laptop and smartphone, perhaps listening to 

my phone calls, reading my text messages, watching what I was browsing on the internet -

literally everything I’d be doing online and on my phone that they could potentially be 

watching. 

 

KENYON: The industry is growing rapidly and is said to be worth 

about $12 billion a year.  [MUSIC]  But trade is restricted.  Developers require special export 

licenses, as with defence contracts.  It is sold for the sole purpose of stopping serious 

criminals.  But John Scott-Railton and his team have created a dossier of what they believe 

are abuses by client governments. 
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SCOTT-RAILTON: These are extremely sophisticated companies that are 

selling very sophisticated technologies to governments that would really like to be able to 

access people’s phones and private communications.  The problem, of course, is that the 

software is designed to be resistant to analysis and to disappear in lots of different cases, and 

even to get a sense of about when somebody might be trying to analyse it, and then delete itself.  

And this is not uncommon.  Many of the other companies that sell spyware technology that me 

and my colleagues have analysed also have those features.  I think one of the challenges that we 

have as researchers is basically trying to track something that’s hiding from us.   

 

KENYON: The pursuers of Rori Donaghy, the London-based 

blogger, turned out to be a cyber-espionage company working for the Emirati Government in 

Abu Dhabi.  They operated under the name Project Raven - an initiative designed to 

 monitor groups the UAE Government believes are extremist and threaten national security. 

 

DONAGHY: The breaches of my privacy were all-encompassing.   

I could be sitting in my living room, I could be in the toilet, I could be anywhere and they 

could just be listening to conversations I was having or mundane activities I’d be doing, like 

watching television or speaking to my dogs. 

 

EXRACT FROM ARCHIVE 

 

MANSOOR: Good evening ladies and gentlemen.  I’m honoured 

that I was chosen for this prestigious award and I’m sorry I’m unable to be there with you 

tonight.  Unfortunately, the authorities in UAE have confiscated my passport since 2011 and 

have put me on a travel ban without any legal justification.  

 

KENYON: That’s the voice of Ahmed Mansoor.  He’s a renowned 

Emirati human rights activist, recipient of many international awards, but seen as a threat by 

the UAE Government.  He’s been a target of surveillance for years.  When this new era of 

spyware dawned he, like Rori Donaghy, received multiple emails imploring him to click. 

At this point, in 2016, the Citizen Lab in Toronto had already found traces of an elusive, 

expensive software that was previously unknown.  They were actively searching for it, but 

hadn’t yet seen it in action - or better still, managed to capture a copy of it.  Then: 
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ACTUALITY OF PHONE BEEPING  

 

KENYON: Mansoor got a text.  John Scott-Railton hoped this 

would be the breakthrough. 

 

SCOTT-RAILTON: So what Mansoor did, which was so critical is he 

paused for a second.  He got these messages that promised him information about people 

detained in UAE jails, which was directly aligned with his advocacy, but instead of clicking, 

he paused and he said, ‘Hold on, let me inform my friends at the Citizen Lab that something 

strange is going on.’  [MUSIC]  We took a look and realised very quickly that we had 

something interesting, and so my colleague took an IPhone, borrowed it from a colleague’s 

girlfriend, wiped it to make it fresh and then, in a lab setting, clicked on a link and watched 

what happened.  And what happened kind of astonished us.  We saw the phone remotely 

infected. 

 

KENYON: What does that look like when you’re watching? 

 

SCOTT-RAILTON: Well, at the time, all it looked like was the crashing of 

the browser, which is something we’ve all experienced, and that was it.  The only way that 

we knew that something had happened beyond that was that we began to see data streaming 

out of the device. 

 

KENYON: What they had captured appeared to be spyware made 

by the NSO group in Israel - a product called Pegasus that had found a wormhole in the 

Apple system.  The iPhone is supposed to be one of the most secure phones on the market.  

It was a sensation.  Mike Murray watched the drama unfold. 

 

MURRAY: From the moment we looked at it, we all looked at 

each other and realised that what we were looking at was one of the most sophisticated pieces 

of software we’d ever seen of this type.  And the further we went in the investigation, almost 

every 10 minutes, somebody said, ‘Wow,’ because I don’t think anybody in the space of 

mobile security - or even security at large - had any idea that anyone was actually doing this 

at the level of sophistication they were.  We all knew it was theoretically possible, but to see 

it for real was eye-opening. 
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KENYON: As a result, Apple was forced to issue an update to its 

software on every iPhone and Mac in the world.  But Mansoor’s phone had more secrets to 

surrender. 

 

SCOTT-RAILTON: We decided to call Ahmed Mansoor a million-dollar 

dissident.   

 

KENYON: There were at least two other types of spyware 

detected, manufactured by two other companies. 

 

SCOTT-RAILTON: We did the back of the envelope calculation and 

decided that easily a million dollars’ worth of stuff had been expended to target this guy.  In a 

sense with activism and human rights defending, it’s kind of a thankless activity and you 

really rarely see success, and so there’s this challenge, how do you measure your impact?  

Well here’s a measure, right?  Somebody is so bothered by the truth that he’s speaking that 

they’re going to spend like a million dollars to try to track this guy, right?   

 

KENYON: It’s unclear precisely what information had been stolen 

from Mansoor’s phone, but after the hack was uncovered, in March 2017, he was arrested in 

the Emirates and later jailed for ten years.  He is now being held in solitary confinement. 

 

ACTUALITY IN LONDON PARK 

 

KENYON: Back in London, Rori Donaghy was still hoping the 

spyware on his phone had been detected before the hackers had gained any useful 

information.  But in January this year, he received a phone call from a Reuters journalist in 

America.  The journalist had thousands of leaked emails from a spy company working for the 

Emirati Government as part of Project Raven. 

 

DONAGHY: As the emails were being read out to me, this person 

was saying, ‘Did you go to this place on this time and on this date, did you do that?’  And I, 

no one even knows that much detail about their own life. so I had to then go back and check 

my own emails, and then I was confirming to this person, who I didn’t know, that yes, you do 
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DONAGHY cont:  know everything about my life, and I was in these 

places on these occasions, and things I’d forgotten about my own life, this person who I’d 

never met knew.  

 

KENYON: Donaghy had been such a valued target, over so many 

years, that the Emiratis had even given him a codename – Gyro - and monitored members of 

his family. 

 

DONAGHY: One of the emails that he read out to me included 

details of where my younger brother goes to school, a special needs school, and the details of 

where he went and what he was doing, and also that he was going to be subsequently moving 

into a residential care home.  

 

KENYON: The Emirati Embassy in London told us that their 

security institutions strictly adhere to international standards and domestic law, but that, like 

all countries, it does not comment on intelligence matters.  The spyware that targeted 

Donaghy was not an NSO product, but it is the NSO Group which is the most prominent in 

the marketplace, because its tools are said to be the most powerful.  The company has never 

publicly acknowledged to whom it sells its Pegasus software.  It says that stringent checks are 

made on all potential clients by its Business Ethics Committee and then licenses need to be 

obtained from Government.  John Scott-Railton again. 

 

SCOTT-RAILTON: The export of technologies, like NSO’s Pegasus, is 

governed by some of the same mechanisms that govern the export of weapons.  So Pegasus, 

for example, requires an approval from the Israeli Ministry of Defence before it can be sold 

to a particular client – or, in their jargon, an end user.  One of the problems is that, although 

there is kind of this framework on paper, there’s a real question about whether that 

framework is resulting in clear oversight or whether it’s closer to a rubberstamp process. 

 

EXTRACT FROM RECORDING 

 

ARISTEGUI: [MUSIC]  Buenas dias a Mexico, buenas dias a todos e 

a todas gracias para estar aqui esta mercoles …. 
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KENYON: Mexico is the only country NSO has publicly 

acknowledged selling to.  There, the spyware was bought to tackle drug cartels, men like El 

Chapo. 

 

MUSIC 

 

KENYON: Carmen Aristegui is a leading Mexican journalist, 

renowned for a scoop in 2014, when she exposed the President’s wife over a suspicious 

property deal - the so-called Casa Blanca, or White House scandal.  Months later, in 2015 she 

began receiving a slew of messages. 

 

READER IN STUDIO: Carmen, my daughter has been missing for 5 days, we 

are desperate, I would be grateful if you help me by sharing her photo. 

 

KENYON: Someone was trying to entice her to click. The 

messages had been carefully crafted, individually tailored specifically for her. 

 

READER 2 IN STUDIO: Anonymous announces it will attack Aristegui’s 

website.  See details at www …. 

 

ARISTEGUI (VIA INTERPRETER): They were related to my professional, journalistic and 

family life and with precise details about me that not everyone knew.   

 

READER IN STUDIO: Purchase notification on bank card 32416, amount 

3,500 Mexican Pesos.  See details at www...   

 

ARISTEGUI (VIA INTERPRETER): There were other messages saying, do you know what 

they are saying about you?  Related to investigations we’ve already published and possible 

legal action.   

 

KENYON: Did you click on any of those messages yourself?  

 

ARISTEGUI (VIA INTERPRETER): Yes, absolutely - it was impossible not to.   
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KENYON: But it was only when her teenage son was targeted that 

she became concerned. 

 

ARISTEGUI (VIA INTERPRETER): There was one in particular to my son Emilio, which 

looked like it was from the US Embassy in Mexico. There was a problem with his visa.  He 

had to report to the embassy.  If a boy receives a message like this, because Emilio was 

studying at a high school in Massachusetts, then it’s very serious. 

 

KENYON: Her famous Casa Blanca expose was now being used 

as bait for her son. 

 

ARISTEGUI (VIA INTERPRETER): I remember one that Emilio received that said 

something like – the President has announced that he will put the journalists who investigated 

the Casa Blanca in jail.  That message came to my son, who thought that his mother was 

going to jail, and obviously opened it.  

 

KENYON: The NSO Group says its clients have to sign contracts 

agreeing that software will only be used on criminals and terrorists.   But whatever 

agreements the Mexicans had at point of purchase, they now seemed to be targeting whoever 

took their fancy – [PHONE BEEPING] - even spying on their own employees. 

 

READER 2 IN STUDIO: Simon, your daughter was just in an accident, she is in 

a grave condition.  I hope you can come here - this is where she is in hospital. 

 

KENYON: Dr Simon Barquera, a director at Mexico’s National 

Institute of Public Health, was next on the list. 

 

ACTUALITY OF PHONE BEEPING 

 

READER IN STUDIO: Hello mate, just sharing this note of a court case where 

they mention your name. 

 

KENYON: When he refused to click, the messages became more 

desperate. 
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ACTUALITY OF PHONE BEEPING 

 

READER 2 IN STUDIO: Simon, my father just died and we are devastated.  I am 

sending you the date of the wake.  I hope you can come.  

 

KENYON: Finally they hit a coarse and angry crescendo. 

 

ACTUALITY OF PHONE BEEPING 

 

READER 2 IN STUDIO: You are an asshole, Simon.  While you are working, I 

am screwing your old lady – here’s a photo. 

 

KENYON: Dr Barquera clicked.  It seemed bizarre that he might 

be a target.  Perhaps, he thought, it was related to his support for a campaign to reduce the 

nation’s sugar consumption.  The doctor been a prominent advocate of a new tax placed on 

sugary drinks - a so-called soda tax - and now he was being stalked like he was El Chapo. 

Who were the people that had a problem with that?  After all, it’s good for the nation’s 

health, isn’t it?  

 

BARQUERA: All the health sector was supporting us.  Health 

professionals, civil society and the international agencies like WHO, UNICEF were 

supporting it.  So basically the only opposition we were facing was from the multi-national 

companies of junk food and soda and food industry. 

 

KENYON: He’s no idea who was responsible.  In Mexico in 2015, 

parts of government were overrun by corruption.  There were blurred lines between big 

business, politicians and drug cartels.  The Attorney General’s office had, leaked contracts 

suggest, paid $32 million to a supplier of NSO software, but control could have been wrested 

away by any number of lawless forces.  

 

BARQUERA: The problem is that the people that sell this software, 

they claim it is only for governments. 

 

KENYON: So where does that leave you? 
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BARQUERA: Yeah, that leave me in a very uncomfortable situation, 

because I am a government worker.  My institute depends of the government.  This is under 

investigation and I really have not any news about how this happened.  

 

KENYON: NSO say that they’ve identified three organisations 

who’ve  misused their software and are no longer customers.  In fact, they say there are more 

than a hundred countries they won’t do business with – but they haven’t said which.  In 

Mexico, at least 24 people have been targeted using what Citizen Lab think was NSO 

software – though they can never be 100% sure.  Five decided to take legal action - not in 

Mexico itself, but back in the country where the software was developed, Israel.  The alleged 

victims employed a team of lawyers, one of whom is based in London.  In the cloak and 

dagger world of cyber espionage, even he wants to remain anonymous.  He explained to me 

why he was going for the developers, NSO, and not the country that appears to have misused 

their product. 

 

LAWYER: The level of involvement of the companies that 

produce these systems is actually much higher, because if you produce a gun, for example, 

then you sell the gun and that’s it.  The manufacturer of the gun ... 

 

KENYON: And you have no responsibility – sorry to butt in – for 

how the gun is used at a later stage? 

 

LAWYER: Yeah, and the manufacturer of the gun also is not 

always providing upgrades, it is not ... There’s no helpdesk to call manufacturers of missiles 

to tell them, well, the missile’s not working.  In this case, these companies, in addition to 

selling the system itself, they also sell these services.   

 

KENYON: He says NSO and other spyware developers are hands-

on through the life of the product.  

 

LAWYER: Even the system itself is limited by time, and then they 

have to renew the licence and then buy more services.  So even though it is, let’s say at the 

level of potential harm, it is a weapon, but with the level of involvement of the developers, it 

is much higher as opposed to traditional or conventional weapons. 
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KENYON: The case he is making is that each target has suffered a 

breach of privacy, and that the NSO Group has been negligent in selling to countries with 

questionable human rights records. 

 

ACTUALITY ON STREET 

 

KENYON: I’m on my way to see a Saudi national called Yahya 

Assiri, and his offices are somewhere in West London.  I’m just waking past some CCTV 

cameras and some security guards and into this kind of gated courtyard.  And the staff here 

are clearly worried about security. 

 

ACTUALITY IN OFFICE 

 

KENYON: Right, we’re just coming into a small, low ceilinged 

room in the corner of the office, and it’s a kind of inner sanctum.  It’s got no windows and 

it’s almost sound proof, and this is where most of the work gets done. 

 

ASSIRI: My office, my home, my car, the places that I’m usual 

go in, I’m not feel safe totally.  I only feel safe if I’m travelling far away without my devices 

– this is the only moment.  

 

KENYON: Assiri is quietly spoken, earnest, a little uneasy about 

strangers – even invited ones.  He was once a member of the Royal Saudi Airforce, but 

transformed himself into a human rights activist, monitoring the Saudi Government.  Whilst 

he’s talking to me, he leaves his phone in another room, in case it’s been hacked. 

 

ASSIRI: One day I received a link and … 

 

KENYON: A link? 

 

ASSIRI: Yeah. 

 

KENYON: You can guess what happened next. 
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ASSIRI: I opened it from my mobile.  After that I felt my 

mobile not normal, it’s very, very slow and hot, and when I open app, it’s taking time to open 

the app.  When I’m trying to close things, it doesn’t close immediately and things became 

weird.  

 

KENYON: Assiri’s case was intriguing, because the hackers 

weren’t just interested in him.  It seems he was also a conduit through which they could 

pursue others.  The hackers could read his digital conversations and shared documents.  They 

could listen into his calls.  Assiri was, if you like, an unwilling, proxy spy, his equipment 

potentially hijacked.   

 

ASSIRI: In that iPhone, I store court documents, IDs for 

victims, lots of confidential information we gather it from prisons and from the ground, and I 

didn’t save it in anywhere else for the confidentiality.  

 

KENYON: So all this really is intelligence, if you like, about the 

human rights abuses by the Saudi authorities, and you’ve got all of this on your phone? 

 

ASSIRI: Yes.  

 

KENYON: Again, the spyware appeared to be from the NSO 

Group, operated from inside Saudi Arabia.  The problem was, many of Assiri’s most 

sensitive contacts were still in the country. 

Do you think that anybody in Saudi right now has been imprisoned because of what was 

discovered on your cellphone?  

 

ASSIRI: It’s possible, because what we know, there are some 

people inside prisons right now and they faced torture and ill treatment and sexual 

harassment, and they said for them in the court, we are trial you because you are in touch 

with Yahya and you forwarded information to Yahya and you participate in some work with 

him.  For me it’s high percentage they took the information from my phone, but it could be 

also they took the information from their phones.  But by the end, it’s by spying on people. 
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MUSIC 

 

KENYON: Then, one of Assiri’s contacts and friends living 

outside the country, was murdered. 

 

EXTRACT FROM ARABIC NEWS 

 

KENYON: The murder of Saudi journalist, Jamal Khashoggi, 

became international news in October last year, when he walked into the Saudi Embassy in 

Istanbul, and never re-emerged, killed by agents of the Saudi regime.  Assiri had been in 

regular contact.  

 

ASSIRI: We have a lot of shared ground between us.  We keep 

in touch maybe weekly or twice a week.  He participated with us in 2017, our annual 

conference, and later on the Saudi regime, they targeted him more harshly than before after 

he participated with us. 

 

KENYON: Another critic of the Saudi regime, who was even 

closer to Khashoggi, found that he too had been hacked. 

 

MUSIC 

   

KENYON: Omar Abdulaziz lives in Canada.  He’s 27 years old 

and wears the worn and wary expression of a hunted man.  He prefers to keep low, so we 

spoke to his lawyer instead.  It’s the same one who is taking NSO to court over the Mexican 

hacks. 

How much do you think that the hacking of Omar Abdulaziz’s phone was responsible for the 

eventual death of his good friend, Jamal Khashoggi? 

 

LAWYER: Omar believes that it is, that it played a large part.  

They had a lot of discussions about politics, also they have a lot of joint projects, political 

projects.  And for a long time, the Saudi Government had access to all of these discussions 

and access to any exchange of documents or files between the two, had access to the phone 

calls and the long phone calls where they talked about all of this.  
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MUSIC 

 

KENYON: He’s taking the NSO Group to court over the alleged 

hacking of Abdulaziz too.  He says the lawsuits will test what responsibility the NSO Group 

has for its products once they leave the building.  It’s a significant moment for the entire 

lawful interception market, deciding who is to blame when spyware is misused.  The Saudi 

Government told us, ‘while it has been reported that there is malicious software aimed at 

mobile phones in circulation, there is no evidence to suggest that Saudi Arabia is behind it.’ 

They also denied any mistreatment of prisoners in Saudi jails.  NSO declined to give an 

interview to File on 4, but told us in a statement that their technology provides licensed 

government agencies the tools they need to prevent and investigate serious crime, and that 

their technology has saved many lives by helping avert terrorist attacks, stopping drug and 

sex trafficking rings and rescuing kidnapped children.  Earlier this year, one of the NSO’s 

founders, Shalev Hulio, agreed to talk to the US network, CBS, on its Sixty Minutes 

programme.  He was asked specifically about the role his company’s software might have 

played in the capture of Saudi critic, Jamal Khashoggi. 

 

EXTRACT FROM SIXTY MINUTES PROGRAMME  

 

HULIO: I can tell you that we’ve checked, and we have a lot of 

ways to check, and I can guarantee to you our technology was not used on Jamal Khashoggi 

or his relatives.  

 

WOMAN: Or the dissidents?  

 

HULIO: Or the relatives.  

 

WOMAN: Like Omar Abdulaziz and …. 

 

HULIO: I’m not going to get into specific.  I’ll tell you that if 

we will figure out that somebody has misused the system, we will shut down the system 

immediately.  We have the right to do it and we have the technology to do it. 

 

WOMAN: It begs the question, did you shut down the Saudis? 
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HULIO: I’m not going to talk about customers and I’m not 

going to go into specific. We do what we need to do.  We help create a safer world.  

 

KENYON: Now the NSO Group has a British presence in the 

boardroom.  In February this year, a British private equity firm, Novalpina, bought a majority 

stake in the NSO’s holding company.  They say bringing the company into alignment with 

the UN guiding principles on business and human rights is a priority.  This is an industry 

which prefers discretion, secrecy, as you might expect.  But only last month, NSO was in the 

news again. 

 

ACTUALITY OF PHONE BEEPING 

 

KENYON: This time, over the now infamous security breach at 

WhatsApp.  If you followed the reports and thought it simply meant someone could listen in 

to WhatsApp calls, think again - it went far deeper.  WhatsApp was merely the entry point 

into the phone’s software.  Once open, a hacker could download a payload of spyware. 

You didn’t even need to click a link.  They could access a device just by phoning you and 

then hanging up – it’s known as zero click technology.  Although NSO’s software was 

blamed, the company doesn’t operate it or identify targets.  It’s unclear who did.  

 

MURRAY: NSO’s business isn’t to steal WhatsApp messages, it’s 

to allow governments to track you.  Instead of having to click on a link, there was a 

vulnerability in the way that the WhatsApp phone call was handled, and it got immediate 

access to WhatsApp.  From there, multiple other exploits would have run and they would 

have taken over the phone.  They will take advantage of whatever they can take advantage of.  

It just happens to be WhatsApp this time.  It won’t be WhatsApp next time. 

 

KENYON: WhatsApp quickly released fixes for its 1.5 billion 

users.  But just before that, the lawyer taking on the NSO Group in the Israeli courts, with 

potential consequences for the whole industry, received a series of calls from mysterious 

numbers.  [MUSIC] By the time he tried to trace them, they had vanished. 
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LAWYER: So a few weeks ago, I started receiving WhatsApp 

video calls, usually early in the morning.  I hear the phone ring and by the time I get to the 

phone, it disappears.  If the goal was to get information, I don’t think that they received any 

useful information, because I was expecting something to happen.  But also at the same time, 

if anything, it just reinforced the determination to continue with this case, because you can 

see that it is becoming more like the Wild West. 

 

KENYON: As they battle it out in the courts, the ultimate aim of 

the lawful interception industry - the Holy Grail, if you like - is to develop spyware that is 

100% undetectable.  If they achieve that, no one could report misuse, because no one would 

know.  We’d all be in the developers’ hands as to whether they were operating lawfully or 

not. 

 

MURRAY: I don’t know how you would ever police that.  It 

sounds like James Bond when we talk about this stuff, but there are real consequences and I 

think it’s a new world that we’re all getting used to.  

 

KENYON: It’s something Rori Donaghy knows has the potential 

to ruin innocent lives. 

  

DONAGHY: When I found out that the surveillance had involved 

not just me, but had extended to my loved ones and my parents, I remember phoning my 

mum and thinking, how am I going to explain to her that she has been part of this?  My mum 

has always been scared about the work that I do, and when I told her about this, I know that 

she was shaking on the phone and that she was scare.  She thinks that people are going to 

come and hurt her son.   No son wants to hear their mother being worried about their son like 

that.   

 


